Alternative parking facility + easily accessible.

P + R Zeeburg
Three tram stops away, tram 26

Guests visiting the Mövenpick Hotel Amsterdam can easily park their car at the P + R at the edge of the city centre. You park your car and then take the tram, bus, metro or train into the city or tram 26 in the direction of the Mövenpick hotel. The P + R location is open 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.

Prices
• Enter on weekdays before 10:00: € 8 for the first 24 hours, then € 1 for subsequent 24 hour periods
• Enter on weekdays after 10:00: € 1 per 24 hours
• Enter in the weekend: € 1 per 24 hours
• Prices may vary

Address
P + R Zeeburg, Zuiderzeeweg 46a, 1095 KJ Amsterdam (next to the entrance of the Piet Heintunnel)

To access the parking
By car - A10 - exit S114 Zeeburg - follow signposts for P + R Zeeburg
By tram - tram 26 (IJtram, stop Zuiderzeeweg/Piet Heintunnel) to the Mövenpick Hotel Amsterdam (stop Piet Heinkade/Bimhuis/muziekgebouw) and Central Station.

How does it work?
Upon arrival
1. Collect a car park ticket as you enter the P + R location. Please don’t use your credit card at the entrance, it does not provide the P + R discount.
2. If you require public transport tickets, go to the blue ticket machine to purchase P + R public transportation card(s). Follow signs to the nearest public transport connection and check in at the transport stop or vehicle by holding your card next to the electronic card reader.
3. Don’t forget to check out when exiting the vehicle or transport stop. When visiting the city, be sure not to lose your P + R public transportation card, as you will no longer be entitled to a discount and will have to pay the normal parking fee. Please note: the P + R public transportation card is only valid for travelling to and from the P + R location and not for general use in the city centre.

Upon departure
1. Use your P + R public transportation card for the return journey. Hold your P + R public transportation card in front of the card reader when entering and exiting the vehicle or transport stop.
2. At the P + R location, go to the nearest P + R payment machine (your P + R public transportation card must be scanned to confirm they were used to and from the city centre zone). You can pay your P + R fee by debit card (pin) or credit card. Cash payments can only be made in some P + R locations.
3. The special P + R rate is valid for a maximum of four consecutive days (96 hours). After 96 hours you will have to pay the normal hourly parking rate.